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ABSTRACT
This paper addresses a semiconductor wafer fabrication (FAB) scheduling problem with dedication
constraint. Under dedication constraint, a fabrication lot must be processed using the same photo machine
at all photolithography (photo) steps. To solve the utilization decrease of photo machines by dedication,
we propose a dedication load as the sum of the workload of lots dedicated to each photo machine. When a
photo machine becomes available to process a new lot, if its dedication load is less than the average of
similar machines, then the photo machine will be assigned to process the first step of a new lot in the
event that one is available. To prove the performance of this proposed dispatching rule, we developed a
simulation model based on MIMAC6, and conducted a simulation by using MOZART®. The proposed
dispatching rule was implemented and outperformed conventional dispatching rules.
1

INTRODUCTION

Semiconductor wafer fabrication (FAB) is one of the most complicated manufacturing systems because of
the reentrant processing flow, sequential dependent setup, and various machine types. In wafer FAB,
chips are manufactured through processes that consist of hundreds of steps such as etching, diffusion, ion
implantation, and photolithography (photo) (Lin et al. 2005). Among these various steps, the photo step is
usually considered as the bottleneck step because of the expensive photo machine. Therefore, the
performance of photo machines determines the performance of a FAB, and thus it is necessary to
maintain full utilization of photo machines (Sha et al. 2006).
To maximize the utilization of photo machines, it is necessary to consider natural bias that
significantly affects the alignment of patterns between different photo steps (Pham, H. N. A. et al. 2008).
The natural bias has a negative effect on the quality and yield of products. To overcome this problem,
most manufacturers have applied dedication constraint where a lot must be processed using the same
photo machine at all photo steps. If the constraint is not managed properly, it may decrease the utilization
of the photo machines. Figure 1 shows an example of a problem case caused by dedication constraint. We
assumed that workcenterA and workcenterB are arranged for non-photo steps and photo steps,
respectively. As shown in Figure 1(a), it is possible to select any waiting lot in the queue of workcenterA,
when one of the machines (e.g., MA1, MA2, MA3) included in workcenterA becomes available. On the other
hand, waiting lots in the queue of workcenterB have to be processed by a photo machine that is limited by
dedication constraint. As the situation shown in Figure 1(b) indicates, photo machine MB2 cannot process
any lot in the queue of workcenterB as there are lots waiting for MB1 and MB3.
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Figure 1: An example of problem case caused by dedication.
As dedication constraint is strongly related to the utilization of a photo machine, various studies have
been conducted on wafer FAB scheduling with dedication constraint. As described by previous research
efforts, we can use two approaches to achieve high utilization of photo machines: 1) assignment of each
lot for photo machines; and 2) flow control of dedicated lots. For the first category,
Kidambi developed a methodology based on the combination of earliest start date rule and least lots
ahead rule to allocate lots in the first photo step. (Kidambi 2001). Shr et al. proposed a heuristic
scheduling approach for achieving load balancing among identical photo machines (Shr et al. 2006; Shr et
al. 2008). Pham et al. presented an integer linear program based framework to solve lot assignment
problems with respect to dedication constraint (Pham et al. 2008). Klemmt and Weigert proposed a
simulation based optimization approach for parallel machine problems with dedication constraint
(Klemmt and Weigert 2011).
Studies that belong to the second category were focused on controlling the flow of dedicated lots. Wu
et al. introduced a different approach to prevent the problems that may be caused by dedication constraint.
They developed a release policy and dispatching rules to prevent load unbalance in conjunction with
work-in-process (WIP) starvation of photo machines with dedication constraint (Wu et al. 2006; Wu et al.
2008(a); Wu et al. 2008(b)). Although there have been various studies on the subject of dedication
constraint, the FAB still has significant challenges in achieving high utilization of photo machines.
This paper focuses on the first category regarding assignment of lots and proposes a dispatching rule
to achieve high utilization of photo machines with dedication constraint. As states dynamically change in
a FAB, a dispatching rule that adapts to these states is more likely to provide better results than a static
dispatching rule (Sarin et al. 2011). To describe a manufacturing state at any given point in time, we
introduce the concept of dedication load, which is defined as the sum of the workload for lots dedicated to
each photo machine. By using dedication load, it is possible to achieve load balancing between identical
photo machines. In the next section, we will address a detailed explanation of the proposed dispatching
rule.
To conduct the simulation, we used the commercial software MOZART® developed by VMS
solutions (Ko et al. 2013). The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a
detailed explanation for the three boundary based state-dependent dispatching rule. The experimental
results are analyzed in Section 3. Finally, concluding remarks are presented in Section 4.
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2

DEDICATION LOAD BASED DISPATCHING RULE

This section provides a detailed explanation of the proposed dispatching rule. The photo steps can be
classified into two types: 1) dedication mark step and 2) dedication step. Dedication mark step includes
only the first photo step of each process. There only exists one dedication mark step for each process. The
dedication step includes all photo steps except for the first photo step. When a photo machine processes a
lot at the dedication mark step, it increases the dedication load of the photo machine. On the contrary, the
dedication load of the photo machine is decreased by processing a lot at the dedication step. This means
that the dedication load is changed whenever a photo machine performs dispatching. If the dedication
load of photo machines is not managed properly, it may cause load unbalance of the photo machines.
Thus, it is necessary to apply an algorithm to manage the dedication load of identical photo machines.
The proposed dispatching rule determines the one of the two categories to achieve the load balancing of
identical photo machines, whenever a photo machine becomes available.

Figure 2: Overview of the proposed dispatching rule.
The main algorithm is presented first, and additional explanations are then provided. As shown in
Figure 2, the main algorithm consists of three main stages. 1) calculation of dedication load for each
photo machine, 2) control of dedication load for Md (defined below) and 3) determination of lot to be
processed next based on conventional dispatching rule. Although there are three main stages, this paper
focuses on the first two stages. For a formal explanation of the proposed dispatching rule, we define
several terms as follows:






Mk: kth photo machine.
Md: a photo machine that becomes available at current time.
D-lotsk: lots available for dispatching of Mk at current time.
Workload(i, Mk): the workload of Mk for lot i at current time.
DLk: the dedication load of MK at current time.

For the first step, it is necessary to calculate the dedication loads of other identical photo machines as
well as Md. The dedication load of photo machine k can be computed by the following equation (1).
𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑘𝑘 = ∑𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖=1 ∑𝑚𝑚
𝑗𝑗=𝑐𝑐 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

(1)

where n is the number of lots dedicated to machine k, c is an index of the next photo step of lot i, m is the
number of remaining photo steps that lot i has to pass through to be completed, and RePTij is the
remaining processing time of lot i at step j. Figure 3 shows an example of a dedication load. Assuming
that lots b, c, and d are dedicated to photo machine Md, the dedication load of Md equals the sum of
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Workload(b, Md), Workload(c, Md), and Workload(d, Md). A lot a could not be considered for the
calculation of dedication load of Md, as the lot was not yet dedicated to any Mk. Workload(c, Md) is equal
to Workload(d, Md) as the remaining photo steps of lot c is the same with the lot d.

Figure 3: An example of dedication load for photo machine.
In the second stage, the proposed dispatching rule used an algorithm to determine the type of photo
step to process. First, it was necessary to calculate the average dedication load for the photo machines
(DLavg). Subsequently, DLd was compared with DLavg. If DLd was lower than DLavg, the proposed
dispatching rule returned lots at the dedication mark step. As the proposed dispatching rule determined
the type of photo steps without considering lots for dispatching, it was necessary to check whether there
existed a lot that could be processed. Assuming the algorithm selected the dedication mark step type, then
it was necessary to consider lots at the dedication steps to avoid idle of the photo machines if there was
not a lot at the dedication mark steps. The same was true for the case where the dedication step type was
selected. The proposed dispatching rule achieved the load balancing of the photo machines by controlling
the dedication load based on the three methods.
 Stage 2. Control of dedication load
Step 1) DLavg = calculate the average of dedication loads for identical photo machines;
Step 2) If(DLd < DLavg)
dedicType = dedication mark type;
Else
dedicType = dedication type;
Step 3) corr-lots = find lots at steps corresponding to dedicType;
Step 4) If(corr-lots is null)
return D-lotsk;
Else
Return corr-lots;
The role of the previous stages was to determine the type of photo step to process. Next, it was
necessary to determine a lot to be processed based on the lots determined in the previous stage. In the
final stage, we employed a conventional dispatching rule that considered the required objective. For
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example, to achieve on-time delivery, it was necessary to apply the operation due date (ODD) dispatching
rule.
3

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To construct a modern FAB model, a reference model was required to select a common example of a
FAB. As a reference model, this paper employed the wafer FAB dataset MIMAC6 from Measurement
and Improvement of Manufacturing Capacities (MIMAC) (Fowler and Robinson 1995). However, the
MIMAC dataset was developed a few decades ago; therefore, it is not enough to describe a modern FAB.
To improve reality of FAB model, we modified the MIMAC dataset in terms of capacity, type of
machines and quantity demanded. Table 1 shows the result of modification work in detail.
Table 1: Comparison of original MIMAC data and modified FAB model.
Modeling aspect

MIMAC6 model

Modified FAB model

Number of products (processes)

9

9

Number of tool groups

93

93

Number of tools

188

442

Wafers in a lot

24

24

Lots released per year

2777

8950

Number of tools per tool group

1-7

1-16

Machine types

Table, batch

Table, batch, inline

Raw processing time range (hours)

11-18

11-16

Total number of processing steps

2541

2541

Sequence dependent setup

Yes

Yes

Dedication constraint

No

Yes

The simulations were conducted for six months. The first four months were not consider as they
represented the warm-up period. As performance measures to estimate dispatching rule, we used on-time
delivery rate, average utilization of photo machines, and variance utilization of photo machines. For the
simulation experiments of the proposed dispatching rule, we employed the MOZART® developed by
VMS solutions.
To compare the performance of the proposed dispatching rule, it is necessary to design simulation
experiments by using the three conventional dispatching rules (first-in first-out (FIFO), ODD, and critical
ratio (CR)). For convenience, if FIFO rule is applied to the proposed dispatching rule, we refer to the
proposed dispatching rule as ‘proposed rule (FIFO)’. ODD and CR are calculated in the following way:



ODD = Due date – remaining cycle time.
CR = Remaining cycle time / (Due date – now).

The experimental results are presented in Figures 4, 5 and 6. As shown in Figures 4 and 5, the load
balancing of identical photo machines was directly related to utilization of the photo machines.
Additionally, load balancing significantly affected the on-time delivery. The results indicated it was
important to achieve the load balance for high performance of the FAB. To improve the load balance, we
developed a dedication load based the dispatching rule. Figure 4 shows that the proposed dispatching rule
was superior to the conventional dispatching rules with respect to the load balancing of photo machines.
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As the load balance is improved, the utilization of photo machines and on-time delivery also are improved
in the case of two conventional dispatching rules except for the FIFO rule. Under the proposed
dispatching rule, we were able to improve the performance of the FAB.

Figure 4: Variance of photo machine utilization.

Figure 5: Average of photo machine utilization.
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Figure 6: Percentage of on-time delivery.
4

SUMMARY

This paper addresses a multi-objective FAB scheduling problem with dedication constraint where a lot
must be processed by same photo machine at all photo steps. Most of FABs have natural bias that
significantly affects the alignment of patterns between different photo steps. The natural bias has a
negative effect on quality and yield of products. To overcome the problem, the dedication constraint has
been applied to photo machines that are considered as bottleneck. Although, the dedication constraint
solves the natural bias, it may decrease the utilization of photo machines. Thus, it is important to perform
scheduling for photo machines by considering dedication constraint.
In this paper, we proposed a dispatching rule to achieve the load balancing of photo machines in wafer
FABs with dedication constraint. To achieve the load balance, we introduced the concept of dedication
load. The proposed dispatching rule consists of three main stages: 1) calculation of dedication load for
each photo machine. 2) control of dedication load for Md, and 3) determination of the lot to be processed
next based on conventional dispatching rules. Although there are three main stages, this paper focused on
only the first two main stages.
To simulate the proposed dispatching rule, we used the commercial software MOZART® developed
by VMS solutions and the FAB model constructed using MIMAC dataset 6. The FAB model was
modified to reflect the nature of the real modern FAB. To prove the performance of the proposed
dispatching rule, six dispatching rules were compared by simulation. Simulation results showed the
proposed dispatching rule was superior to conventional dispatching rules with respect to the load
balancing of the photo machines.
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